
Wireless headphones REDMI-Buds 3

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity

Suggested retail price: 43.99 € s DPH

Description

Redmi headphones. The stylish headphones are in a trendy white design. They are compact and light and you
hardly feel them in your ears. They adapt to you, they don't fall out of your ears even when splurging, and they
won't push you even during prolonged use. The package includes a practical charging case where you can easily
store them and recharge them. Redmi headphones operate for 5 hours, which can be extended to 20 hours by
using the charging case. High sound quality is ensured by 12 mm large dynamic speakers. The Qualomm chipset
and Bluetooth 5.2 technology transmit sound cleanly and realistically without distortion or delay. Thanks to
Bluetooth 5.2, you can easily pair them with your mobile device and let yourself be carried away by your favorite
music.

Wireless headphones have a built-in microphone, thanks to which you can also make and receive calls hands-free.
The headphones are controlled intuitively with the touch of one finger. Double-click to advance playback to the next
track or answer a call. Press and hold to start or pause playback. A triple tap will return to the previous track, hang
up, or reject the call. The microphone can effectively eliminate ambient noise, so you will always be heard clearly
and clearly, regardless of how busy the environment is. Bluetooth headphones are durable thanks to IP54
protection. They resist dust particles, drops of water or sweat.

Product details:

wireless headphones
charging case
easy pairing with a phone using Bluetooth 5.2
automatic connection to the mobile after the first pairing
ergonomic design adapts to you
durable thanks to IP54 protection
they remain fully functional even after contact with drops of water or sweat
strong sound
they have no volume control
integrated microphone for handsfree
operating time: 5h
operating time with charging case: 20h
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charging type: USB-C
low weight
also suitable for sports
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